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THE STORY
As the leading business advocacy organization in North
Carolina, NC Chamber works in the legislative, regulatory
and political arenas to proactively drive positive change.
Relocating to a new floor in their existing building with more
space, NC Chamber was looking for a fresh and modern
design. Office Revolution was introduced to NC Chamber
by their leasing agent, Highwoods Properties, and quickly
brought on board to help with designing the new space and
decommissioning their old office.
The NC Chamber wanted a warm and inviting space for new
businesses coming to the state, as well as an open area for
employees to meet and collaborate. Taking cues from the
comforts of home, soft seating—such as the Teknion Zones
modular sofa and high back Fractals Nook from Studio
TK—were utilized, creating a vibrant space perfect for
casual conversations. A high-top Teknion Zones Canteen
collaborative table was added for communal work and suits
a variety of preferences and working habits.
The conference room can accommodate large meetings
or social distancing, with a DARRAN conference table
and Source Purl conference chairs for up to 20 guests.
Teknion / ESI height-adjustable desks were used for
employee workstations and private offices were furnished
with DARRAN Central Park Collection desks and DARRAN
Cosmo guest chairs. The fresh and functional furnishings
allow employees to decide where, how and with whom they
want to work based on the movement, conversation and
flexibility they’re seeking.
NC Chamber serves as the voice for businesses, and it
advocates for solutions to make North Carolina a place
where each organization can thrive. This vibrant office
is reflective of Raleigh’s flourishing business community,
welcoming open discussion and thoughtful planning.

